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"We are not to think of a martyr as primarily one who suffers for a cause, or
who gives up his life for truth, but as a witness to the awful reality of the
supernatural." t
These words of Helen Gardner, in discussing The Art ofT. S. Eliot, are no
less apposite to the Muslim martyr Al-ljallaj than they are for her discussion
of the figure of Becket in Eliot's play Murder in the Cathedral. It is of interest
to students of the religious traditions that the figure of Al-ljalliij should engage
the attention of Muslims today, particularly so when he appears as the central
figure of a modern play, written by a distinguished literary figure and critic in
Egypt. Like Becket, Al-ljallaj was a controversial figure in his own time, and
subsequent interpretations of him have proved as diverse. The purpose of the
present paper is chiefly to discuss the portrayal of Al-ljalliij in 'Abd
play, but it will also note other aspects of the continuing interest in Al-ljallaj
and suggest some of the literary influences that are to be seen in the play.
I.
Recent research into the times of Al-ljalliij has greatly illuminated the
political events which dominated the trials of this mystic. If there is a received
tradition about Al-Hallaj, it is that he was executed for saying "I am the
Truth", that is, that" he appeared to claim equality with God. However, the
texts are not unanimous in their account of this phrase,2 and a political
analysis of the events behind the trial should convince us that this is a
simplistic explanation of AI-Hallaj's condemnation and execution in 922.
factors in the siiuation were the weakness of the Islamic Empire
Two
and the weakness of the Caliph. By the 870s of our era the Abbasid Empire
had already suffered a succession of shocks, barely 120 years after the
founding of the dynasty in Baghdad. In a number of areas of the Empire small
semi-autonomous dynasties paying only token obedience to the Caliph had
sprung up. Civil wars had already taken place, the capital had changed from
Baghdad to Samarra and back to Baghdad and, as recent analyses show, there
were regional economic conflicts and a serious breakdown in the central
govemment. 3 In the 870s the first major revolt against central authority took
place in the area of southern Iraq, the revolt of the Negroes in the Zanj
rebellion. Perhaps the mos_t Jerious threat, however, was posed by the obscure
group known as the Ismii 'ilis. These were Muslims who claimed allegiance to
the seventh Imam their tradition and repudiated the claims both g{ the more
pacific Twelver Shi'is and, of course, of Sunni Muslims. The Isma'ilis set up a
whole system of underground agents and sought to subvert the state from
within. They consisted of two groups. The Fatimids operating in the West
captured the Tunisian citadel of Mahdia in 909 and conducted a raid on
Alexandria in 919. It took two years to clear them from Egypt on that occasion
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and they subsequently captured Cairo in 969 and set up a dynasty which lasted
for 200 years. The eastern group was separate and was known as the
Carmathians. In 905-6 they terrorised the border regions between Syria and
Iraq and plundered the pilgrimage caravans. They raided Basra in 913 and
919. One result of this activity was the development of a "fear-psychosis"
among the people of Baghd'!rd, which, in part, explains the bitterness of the
religious struggles at the time of Al-J1allaj's trials in 909 and 921.4
The Caliph under whom Al-Halliij was executed was Al-Muqtadir. He had
assumed office in 908 upon the early death of his brother, and at the time of his
accession was only 13 years old. The Caliph was obliged to rule through a
regency council consisting of his mother, one of his uncles, and a number of
high-ranking officers at court, chiefly the Vizier. The period was an
exceptionally unstable one in terms of government and the office of Vizier
changed hands no less than 15 times during the 24 years of his reign. The year
923 was thus very appropriately named "the Year of Ruination" by the
historians and marked the "beginning of the end", as the Abbasid Caliphate
began to disintegrate. It succumbed to the Iranian Buyids in 946.5
Opposition to the teaching of Al-ljall1ij came not only from the Court,.where
he was accused of being a Carmathian,6 but also from three groups of religious
thinkers and from the canon lawyers. Al-ljallaj was accused by the hard-line
fundamentalists, the followers of Al]mad ibn ljanbal, of heresy, that is, of
making blasphemous statements. We have evidence that this group could be
stirred up very easily over a number of issues 7 and one of the canon lawyers
but was
came from this group and demanded the death penalty in
disappointed. His successor in 922 was influential in obtaining AI-Hallaj's
on
death . The second group consisted of the Shi'Ts who objected to
the grounds that he preached tq,tl)l equality as far as eligibility for the office of
Caliph was concerned. The Shi'is were continually lobbying for power in the
rejected
Government, as "the traditional opposition party".s Finally, the
Al-l;lnllaj because he chose to reveal what they regarded as the secrets of the
mystic way so that all could share in them. This point comes out dramatically
in 'Abd
play, as we shall see, when Al-tJallaj relinquishes the cloak
traditionally worn by the
in favour of an ordinary patched, or common
cloak.
2.
The playwright whose work we are considering, §alah Abd
has
woven many of these themes into his play in what is a very moving portrayal of
Al-ljallaj. 'Abd al-§abiir was born in 1931 in one of the provinces of Egypt
and was educated at the University of Cairo. At the time of writing this play he
was literary editor of the powerful Cairo newspaper, Al-Ahram (The
Pyramids), which is the organ of the ruling party. His play won an Egyptian
State Prize in 1966.
Like many of his fellow Arabs
has been greatly influenced by
Western writers. A recent bibliography of translations into Arabic shows the
extent to which Arabic versions of English plays and poetry arc available,9 and
it is interesting to record that works may be available in Arabic before they are
has himself said thal of Western poets
published in • ngli h. 10 'Abd
he has been inOucnced most by T. S. Eliot 11 and he has published a
translati n f Eliot's The Love Song ofJ. A /fred Prufrock.1 2 Eliot's inOuence
in the Arabic-speaking world began in 1946, when an influential article was
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published in Cairo. The period of most intense discussion of his work was the
late 1950s and early 1960s, as Arabs were attracted by the much freer forms
of his verse, in contrast to the severe rigidity of the classical style of Arabic
poetry. Murder in the Cathedral appeared in an Arabic translation in 1958,
while other works to have been translated include The Waste Land, The
Hollow Men, and Ash Wednesday, sometimes in more than one version.J3
When we speak of Arab writers being influenced by their English (or
French) counterparts it is important to examine what we mean by this
statement. The common ground between the two groups, Arab and European,
is the interpretation of human experience and events. What divides them is a
fundamental difference in culture and history. We should thus not expect to
find themes transported wholesale from Europe to the Middle East. What we
do find is a common attempt to express insights in allusions to past history and
literature and, as has been indicated, a common reaction against the formal
conventions of past ages. The new verse is freer and richer, including "every
variety of diction". It shows a new sensitivity to language, a new "auditory
imagination" .14
These remarks apply especially to Murder in Baghdad. We do not find in
this play a repetition of the Church versus State theme that we find in Becket's
confrontation with the King, for, as we have seen, the events are rather more
complex. Al-Ijallaj, one may suggest, is rather the scapegoat offered to distract
the populace of Baghdad from the inadequacies of the Vizier's policies.
ljiimid, the Vizier, appears in the chronicles as foul-mouthed and rapacious
and his downfall occurs as he overreaches himself after five years in office. 15
At several points in the play Al-lj.allaj speaks of justice, condemning the
actions of the Vizier, and it has been suggested that these passages reflect 'Abd
own interest in socia11sm.16 The common features employed by
Eliot and 'Abd
include the effective use of a chorus and a style of
language, the sermon in one case, rhetoric in the other, which springs directly
from the religious tradition of the author.
When the film of Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral was first shown at the
Venice Film Festival some observers were wryly amused that members of the
audience had come expecting a detective thriller.l7 They were, one surmises,
rather disappointed with the highly stylised and reflective drama that they
watched. Murder in Baghdad is no less stylised and reflective than Eliot's
drama. Unlike the majority of Arabic dramas it is set in two Acts. Whereas
Eliot's drama opens with an Act wholly devoted to the motif of suffering and is
directly addressed to the understanding, the scene in Murder in Baghdad
opens with the figure of a man hanging from a tree trunk. Al-IJalliij is dead and
three strollers enter, a merchant, a peasant and a preacher. The peasant asks
the merchant whether he knows why the old man was executed, and by whom.
He says that he does not but that they both might learn the details from the
preacher. The merchant is in search of an interesting story that he might tell his
wife,
For she loves a bit of chatter at table.ls
The peasant is just curious, while the preacher would be glad
If there were a moral to his story,
A moral that would stir the emotions of the public,
For my mind is barren
And I can't find a subject
For my sermon this Friday ... 19
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They decide to ask a crowd of people. The crowd, speaking in chorus, declare
that they had been paid to shout 'Heretic! Heretic!' The bolder spirits had been
placed in the front row, those with soft voices and the hesitant ones had been
placed in the back.
But front and back,
They gave us each a pure gold dinar,
Shiny, never touched before.lo
•
Finding no satisfactinn in this answer the three tum to a crowd of
also
speaking in chorus. Through the
tJ1e three learn that it was Al-ljall11.j's
hope lbat his words might be perpetuated by his death:
He who kills me shall enter Paradise,
For with his blade he would complete the cycle;
With the blood he draws from the veins
He would succour
The wilting tree I planted with my empty words.
Life would course through it; its branches would grow tall
And fruitful, and in times of famine, green,
Laden with fruit, regardless of seasons or time.2t
The Sufis are thus implicated in his death and they say that they will go and
bury his words
Bury them in the furrows that the peasants plow,
And hide them among the merchants' wares.
They will conceal them and record them
And weave them into songs and
Finally Al-ijallaj's close friend Shibli appears on the stage, bringing a rose
and lamenting the death of his fellow. He laments his own cowardice when
facing the judges. He, too, he says, killed Al-ijallaj by his weakness.
The scene of the execution sets the scene for the whole play, so that the
remainder is concerned with how the event took place, portraying a series of
flashbacks.
Act One, Scene Two, ope.ns with AI-!Jallaj conversing with Shibli. It is the
year before AI-?allaj's first trial, after the return of Al-ljalliij to Baghdad in
908. lt is the period of the Carmathian raids oo the caravans. In Murder in
Baghdad it is also the period shortly after the accession of the young Caliph,
and Al-ljalliij is lamenting the evil which he finds in the world:
The poverty of the poor;
The hunger of the hungry ...
Listen, Shibli!
Evil has conquered God's world .n
In one of the more moving moments of the play Shibli seems to tempt AlJ:Iallaj and make him question the omnipotence of God. Who is responsible he
asks, for all that happens? Injustice, he first replies, answering his own
question. But then he turns to deeper evils death disease, pain, leprosy
lunacy blindness. deafness.
Who put us in this world as prisoners,
To choke when we drink and strangle when we eat?24
Was it, he asks,
The dead who are alive
the assassins, the liars, traitors, kidnappers and fornicators, the tax collectors,
usurers. and tavern-keepers
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All this disgusting swarm? Say who, say who!
Who transposed us from our first innocent bli:;s to this overflowing
bordello?25
rebuffs Shibli for tempting him to disbelieve; in G!?d, a temptation
analogous to Becket's in Murder in the Cathedral, but Shibli only wants him
to recognise the realities around him and urges him to find a way to salvation,
the
path. T his, he emphasises must b!! a secret once he has found it. Al·
J:lal!iij however refuses to keep the
way_ a secret and, in a symbolic
gesture, discards the traditional cloak of U1e Sufis, given him at his investiture
cloak is a barrier between him and the
by his master, Amr aJ-MakkT. If the
common people then it must go. He will henceforth preach openly in the streets
and salons of Baghdad to whoever will listen to him.
In this scene A l-H allaj is warned by a friend and disciple that he is
suspected by the authorities.
They say,
"This man slanders the Sultan
And stirs up the people to hatred.
The judge asks me to convey his plea to you
That you should be discreet. "26
Al-J:Iallaj answers that he is preaching justice but his disciple responds that he
is accused of sending word secretly to those who hope to seize power and urges
him to escape to the provinces. AJ-fJalliij replies
Is there so much jus lice and contentment in Khurasan
That he whom injustice has struck down should go there? 27
and expresses his determination to go forward to his death. Unlike Becket in
Murder in the Cathedral, Al-Hallaj is not tempted to seek the right act for the
figure of Al-f.Iallaj is dissimilar to the
wrong reason. The itinerant
statesman Archbishop and Chancellor. Al-Halliij's motive in seeking his own
death is that he may thereby become one with God in the final act of devotion
and consummation.
I intend therefore to perfect my love of God,
To lose my identity in His ...
I shall walk in God's path
In a godly manner, until I perish.
He will then extend His hand and take me away from myself.28
'Abd
has refashioned Al-l;:lallaj's words here:
Between Thou and me there is an" I" which oppresses me;
Then take away by Thy "Thou" and "I" which is between us.29
Becket cannot seek martyrdom for its own sake, but for AI-Halliij martyrdom
is the culmination of the
way, the final attainment· of his personal
ambition, and thus intensely legitimate and desirable.
In Act One, Scene Three, AJ-Hallaj goes into the market pl ace to preach.
Unlike Murder in the Cathedral. the action of Murder in Balrgdad takes
place in a number of locations. In the market place Al-ljallaj declares his
message of the love of God and condemns the corrupt practices of society.
These practices are
Murder, demagoguery, theft,
Betrayal, flattery, anger,
Aggression, tyranny:
These are the citizens of poverty's realm, the battalions of Satan, its
Vizier.3°
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Twice in five lines he invokes the fi gure of a Vizier as a symbol of corruption
and as an agent of Satan or the devil. He is attacking a poverty of the spirit
explicitl y but hi s words, surely, are also to be read as an attack upon the
injustices of the regime. ln spite of such an excellent pretext for his arrest in the
play his arrest comes when it does in this scene through an attempt to trap him
in theological debate. A law officer says:
Excuse me, my good Shaykh. Does God have two eyes
With which He looks in the mirror? 31
Al-ljallaj is now committed to public discussion of his thought and he appears
to deliver himself into the hands of the judiciary by his remarks. He speaks of
the intense relationship of lovers, meaning the relationship between God and
himself.
Do you not know that love is a secret between two lovers?
It is a relationship which, if made public, defiles our honour;
For when the Beloved gratified us with union, we had delight ...
But we had made a covenant that I should keep the secret
Until I lie in my tomb, silenced by death.32
The law officer reacts as expected, charging him with heresy. Al-ljallaj
hesitates, wondering whether he is not being led to his downfall through pride,
but then says that he cannot leave these words unspoken. He announces in
public
I loved Him who is just
And He gave to me exactly as 1 gave to Him.JJ
who are nearby protest that this is but
delirious
A group of
sta tement of a man whose heart is overflowing, recalling Al-Ghazali's defence
of A l-ijallaj and otl1ers.J4 One calls on the crowd to defend Al-ljalllij, saying
that the lattlbr has been tricked by the Jaw officer and that he is being arrested
solely because of what he has said about poverty. Al-l;la!Hij submits to arrest
on the grounds that he has betrayed the secret of his divine love and urges his
followers not to fight for him. The final word in the First Act belongs to the
prudent preacher:
Wise is he who holds his tongue,
Who speaks no ill of anyone or anything Anyone or anything at all.J5
The second Act is roughly the same length as the first. In the first Scene Alis in prison, preaching to two prisoners. They rail at him and taunt each
other with obscenities. Al-Hallllj, as the accounts testify, remains calm in the
face of such provocation, •even when the Guard is called in to quell the
disturbance. The Guard accuses Al-ijallaj of formenting trouble and strikes
him brutally, again and again. AI-I;Iallaj's patience in the face of this brutality
amazes the Guard and causes him to beg for Al-l;lallaj's forgiveness. For Alijallaj, however, this brutality is the reassurance he needs.
Had I not been imprisoned, beaten, and tortured,
How would I have believed that You keep the covenant of love?36
The prisoners are moved at what has taken place and question him. Al-l;lallii.j
disclaims that he is another Messiah. He does not have the ability to raise dead
bodies (as did Jesus), but only to rekindle the dead souls of the living. How
does he do this, asks a prisoner. With words, replies Al-ijalllij. The second
prisoner talks at length about the fu tility of words even the words of J esus,
when his mother was dying of poverty. H e urges AI-J:IaUiij to try to escape
tempting him to ta ke to the word as a means of putti ng right the wrongs that he
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sees. Al-ijalliij again feels a moment of doubt and self-questioning, but as the
scene closes the Warden enters, to lead AI-Ijallaj to his trial. Al-ijalliij is
reassured by this event for it now seems to him that God has chosen this path
for him.
The final scene in the play takes place in court. It is here that 'Abd
has taken most liberties with the historical events in his search for an effective
means of presenting the drama of the trial. As has been stated, AI- f;lalliij faced
not one but two trials, at each of which two judges from the religious courts
assessed his case. The judges were those from the jurisdictions of East and
West Baghdad and on the occasion of the second trial they were convened by
the Vizier Hamid in his capacity as "assessor of misdeeds" . His concern was to
seek a formal declaration in religious law that Al-J;Ialliij' s actions merited
condemnation and execution, so that he might proceed against him
accordingly. However, in both trials the judges assessing his case were divided,
one condemning him and the other declaring tbat he was unable to pronounce
on his case. ' Abd ai-Sabur has minimised the part played in the second trial by
the Vizier and, furthir, has placed together on the bench one judge from each
of the trials, in spite of the fact that the lenient judge, Ibn Surayj died in 918,
before the second trial began in 921. Additionally in the play, a third judge
assists the other two rather than acting as a substitute for one of them, as the
historical accounts record.
One furlher point may be briefly noted. Whereas in the play Al-l}alllij is
condemned for his theological views for "the manner of his belief in God" 37 ,
in the historical accounts it is clear that a pretext was used by the Vizier for Alljalliij's condemnation. AJ-ijalliij had suggested that it was legitimate for a
man to make a "pilgrimage of intention" in his own home, putting on the
pilgrimage garments and making the circumambulations about his own room
rather than journeying to Mecca. This was used by the more severe of the two
judges in the second trial as an adequate pretext for his condemnation. The
second judge wished to suspend judgement until the matter had been clarified.
During the second judge's temporary absence from the court, the Vizier seized
upon the first judge's condemnation and coerced the substitute judge into
agreement.
device enhances rather than impairs the dramatic
'Abd
effectiveness of the court scene. To have presented the trials in a manner
records would have dragged out the play unnecessarily.
faithful to
Additionally, ' Abd
is making a protest about the theological rigidity of
the period in which the play is set, and perhaps about that of his own period. In
the drama the judges exchange jokes with each other as they wait for Al-ijallli.j
to be led in, heightening the contrast between themselves and the prisoner. The
hanging judge, Abii 'Umar, immediately charges Al-Halliij with sedition and
will hardly give him a moment to reply before he cites tlte words of punishment
prescribed by th': _Qur'3n. 38 Ibn Surayj the lenient judge, interposes with a
_be
and the three judges quarrel amongst themselves.
plea that
Finally, Al-ijalll\1 ts gtven the opportunity to tate his views and he speaks
about his relationship of love for God.
Love and you will be saved.
You will be rich in your beloved;
and the prayer.
You will become the
You will become the Fattb the Lord and the Mosque.
So I loved until I fell in love.
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I saw by Beloved ...
And I lost myself in Him,39
lbn Surayj dismisses these words as the expression of a private vision and
turns to the political question. Did Al-ljallAj incite the people? The latter
replies that he preached about the poverty of vision he found in the people, not
the poverty of their material goods.
Poverty is not the longing of the hungry for food and the naked for clothing;
Poverty is the soul oppressed;
Poverty is the use of deprivation to humiliate men,
To kill love and plant hatred. 40
Abii 'Umar takes this as a direct indictment of the Caliph and condemns Alijalliij, but at this point a messenger brings a. letter of
from
Caliph on the political charges and requests the JUdges to exam me Al-J:IaUaJ
on his beliefs. Ibn Surayj protests that the court has no jurisdiction over these,
saying that the court is trying to trap Al-ijallaj by any means it can. He resigns
his potion and leaves the court.
In the final moments of the play there is a poignant encounter between the
judges and the close friend of Al-f:Iallaj, Shibli. Shibli has the chance to speak
on behalf of his friend but he is too cowardly to use the opportunity. He leaves
the court a broken man for, as a former holder of high office he might have
influenced the verdict. "I am the one who killed you," he had announced at the
beginning of the play. 41 Abu 'Umar then turns to the poor and charges them to
deliver their verdict. "Heretic! Heretic!", they chant, and Abii 'Umar claims
that it was not the State or the judges who pronounced sentence but the people.
Go tell the people:
The people judged Hallaj.42
As in the historical accounts of the trial, a crowd of witnesses take the blood of
AI-Halllij upon themselves.43
The play thus ends on a note of ambiguity. Who was truly responsible for
the death of A l-Ijallaj? Was it the crowd the judges, the
who felt that
their secret h11d been betrayed the Vizier with his makeshift policies, or the
conservati.ves in theology? Or was Al-ljalhij determined upon this course from
the beginning, for he says in the market place of Baghdad
Go you and warn my friends that I
Am embarked on the seas, and my boat is shattered.44
AI-Hall"i\j, in this saying and in tl1e saying
Slay me, my faithful friends, !or in my death is my life.
My death will be my life, and my life is my death.45
clearly points towards the final consummation of his love for God.
The role that Al-Ijallaj sought was to be 'a witness to the awful reality of
the upernatural". His example continues to in pire many Muslims, notably
those who face imprisorunent and torture for their faith.46 The publication of
'Abd
s play, and that C>f a Tunisian playwright whose work is rather
in ore radical than Abd
together with the publication of a
completely new edition of Al-Halliij's poetry.4 8 are some indications of a
remarkable revival of interest in AI-Ijallaj in the Muslim world. His heroism in
tl1e face of theological bigotry on the one hand. and repressive politicians on the
other, seems to speak to mnny situation! today. But perhaps the most
signifi.c ant statement came frt•m the (Sunni) Cairo theological college, AlAzhar, during the Muslim year A.H. 1379 ( 1595- 60 A.D.). Dr. Mul}ammad
Ghallab, writing in the official ,ioumal described Al-l;lalliij a one of the most
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pious and virtuous Muslims, whose execution was a denial of justice as his trial
was greatly influenced by human passions. All Muslims, he wrote, have a duty
to take his side and to defend his cause in every way possible.49 With this
declaration Al-Hallaj is finally restored to his rightful place, after centuries of
condemnation. '
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